
Tropical Staycation
a very naked photographic escape

NOVEMBER  10 ,  2019

GROUP  PHOTO  SHOOT



capture paradise
GROUP  PHOTO  SHOOT  |  NOVEMBER  10 ,  2019

Escape for a day to a secret beauty in the
Hollywood Hills. Join us in a creative oasis.
We organize stunning world-class art and

fashion models to pose in our jungle
bungalow. Bring your equipment and we

take care of the rest.



 

jungle backyard

outdoor couches and seating

wordly zen-inspired interiors

retro claw-foot bathtub

2 bedrooms

fireplace

The Location

the location
 

A  HOM  AWAY  FROM  HOME

 

I NSTAGRAM :  @HOM_LOSANGELES





Using the unique and eclectic

interiors and exteriors, we propose

a photographic experience

inspired by a jungle getaway.

Moodboard One:

Tropical Escape



Mostly naked with statement

outerwear and accessories.

 

*wardrobe provided*

Moodboard 2: 

The Weather Indoors



*prop butterflies provided*

Moodboard 3: 

Painted Wings and Pretty Things



Genetics Agency Represented

Published model (InStyle, Lions Mag, Volo)

10k social following

LAUREN  LEOLA

MODEL  PRESELECT ION

@LAUREN .LEOLA

@NAKEDFAMOUSART



MODEL  PRESELECT ION

@MEAGANJMITCHELL

Internationally Agency Represented

l45k social following

MEAGAN



Bounty Models Agency Represented

Cambodian + Irish

5k social following

HANNAH

MODEL  PRESELECT ION

@HEYHANNERD



 

2.5K social following

published NAKID magazine

BRETT

MODEL  PRESELECT ION

@BANNEBARLETTA



11 :00  AM  -  2 :00  PM

Groupshoot Begins

 

15-20 minutes 1:1 with each model 

20-30 minute group shot with all models

10 :30  -  11 :00  AM

Arrival + Meet & Greet

 

Come a little early to bring in equipment,

check out the space, and introduce yourself

to the models.

2 :00  -  7 :00  PM

Refreshments served + Optional 1:1

 

Enjoy some food and drinks while planning

an afternoon of continued creativity. Book

1:1 sessions with models in increments of 

30 - 120 minutes. Take advantage of the

unique features in this space.

9 :00  -  11 :00  AM

Optional pre-book 1:1 with models. The morning

slots must be arranged before shoot date. If you

would like to schedule these 1:1, please contact

Lauren to organize with the model of your choice. 

 

(Additional cost, rate determined by model)

Shoot Out Schedule



Thank you!
PLEASE  CONTACT  LAUREN  LEOLA  FOR  BOOKING .

 

LAURENLEOLA@GMAIL .COM

636 .357 .3265


